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Numerous piles are often subjected to the combination of cyclic axial and cyclic lateral loads in service, such as piled

foundations for offshore platforms which may suffer swaying and rocking motions owing to wind and wave actions.

In this research, centrifuge tests were conducted to investigate the effect of previous cyclic axial loads on the

performance of pile groups subjected to subsequent cyclic lateral loads. Different pile installation methods were also

applied to study the different behaviour of bored and jacked pile groups subjected to cyclic loads. During lateral load

cycling, it is seen that cyclic axial loads to which pile groups were previously subjected could reduce the pile cap

permanent lateral displacement in the first lateral load cycle but do not influence the incremental rate of permanent

displacement in the following lateral load cycles. Moreover, it is found that previous cyclic axial loads could improve

the pile cap cyclic lateral secant stiffness, especially for the pre-jacked pile group. When rocking motions were induced

by cyclic lateral loads, pile groups subjected to cyclic axial loads before have smaller permanent settlement than those

without the cyclic axial loading effect. The designers of piles that are intended to resist significant lateral loads

without excessive deformations in service may wish to deploy cyclic axial preloading, accordingly.

1. Introduction

Piled foundations are the most prevalent class of deep

foundations; they are often designed with the intention of

resisting dead load with an adequate factor of safety during

their working life. However, numerous piled foundations are

subjected to significant cyclic lateral loads owing to their fluid

environment, particularly in high-rise buildings and offshore

platforms, which may suffer wind and wave actions. These

significant cyclic lateral loads could lead to permanent

deformations of the soil surrounding the pile shafts, causing

significant accumulated permanent displacements.

In order to understand such behaviour, many researchers (e.g.

Brown et al., 1987; Long and Vanneste, 1994; Poulos, 1982;

Reese et al., 1974) have investigated the response of single piles

subjected to cyclic lateral loads in sand. However, piles are

rarely constructed in isolation, but work together as pile

groups. The response of a pile group under cyclic lateral loads

is generally different from that of an individual pile because of

the interaction between neighbouring piles, resulting in a

reduction of pile group capacity. Prakash (1962) and Franke

(1988) have investigated the response of bored pile groups

subjected to cyclic lateral loads, and Brown et al. (1987) and

Rollins et al. (2005) have studied the performance of driven

pile groups subjected to cyclic lateral loads.

Nowadays, jacked piles are popular for use in urban

construction owing to the minimal noise and ground vibration

caused during their installation. Compared with bored and

driven pile groups, jacked pile groups exhibit a stiffer axial

response resulting from enhanced normal resistance of the soil

surrounding pile shafts (White and Deeks, 2007). Additionally,

Li et al. (2010) found that jacked pile groups display better

performance than bored pile groups when subjected to cyclic

lateral loads, with stiffer responses and smaller permanent

displacements.

For pile groups without any benefit from embedded pile caps,

Li et al. (2010) found that rocking motions of pile groups are

likely to be induced by the cyclic lateral loads. Individual piles

are thus subjected to cyclic axial loads induced by the lateral

loads, causing large accumulated permanent settlements.

Accordingly, lots of piles are actually subjected to the

combination of cyclic axial loads and cyclic lateral loads, such

as piled foundations for offshore platforms, which may suffer

swaying and rocking motions. However, it is always assumed

that the cyclic loads could affect the behaviour of pile groups

only in the loading direction, and most researchers focus on the

effect of cyclic lateral loads on the lateral behaviour of pile

groups, thus the influence of cyclic axial loads on lateral

response of pile groups is not fully understood at present.
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Therefore, the objective of this research is to investigate the effect

of previous cyclic axial loads on the performance of pile groups

subjected to subsequent cyclic lateral loads. In a series of

centrifuge tests, cyclic lateral loads were applied on pile groups

with or without previous cyclic axial loads, and different

responses of these pile groups were compared with each other.

The influence of previous cyclic axial loads on pile group lateral

secant stiffness and accumulated displacements during subse-

quent lateral load cycling are described. Additionally, individual

pile responses and group interaction effects are presented.

Furthermore, the effect of cyclic axial loads and cyclic lateral

loads on the axial performance of the pile group is demonstrated.

2. Methodology

Details of centrifuge modelling of pile groups subjected to

cyclic loads can be found in Li et al. (2010). Therefore, some

information on centrifuge facilities and the test package are

only briefly described here.

2.1 Test apparatus

Pile group tests were conducted at 50g on the Turner beam

centrifuge at the Schofield Centre, Cambridge University, UK.

A two-axis servo actuator (Haigh et al., 2010) was used to

install the pile group as an integrated assembly and then to

apply vertical and horizontal loads, as shown in Figure 1.

2.2 Model pile group

A 2 6 2 pile group configuration of stainless steel tubular piles

spaced at four times the pile diameter has been manufactured

and placed in the test rig, as shown in Figure 1. Stainless steel

tubes of 10 mm (0?5 m at prototype scale) outer diameter and

2 mm (0?1 m at prototype scale) wall thickness were used as

model piles. The length of each pile was 22 mm (11 m at

prototype scale), and the embedment depth was 180 mm (9 m

at prototype scale). Pile shaft surfaces were smooth, and pile

tips were flat and close-ended. An aluminium plate with

dimensions of 70 6 70 6 35 mm (3?5 6 3?5 6 1?75 m at

prototype scale) was fabricated as a pile cap.

2.3 Instrumentation

All the piles were installed with tip load cells to measure pile

base resistance and instrumented with strain gauges on their

external shaft surface at levels above the sand surface to record

pile head axial force, lateral force and bending moment.

Additionally, a three-dimensional (3D) load cell was mounted

on the pile cap to measure the axial forces, lateral forces and

bending moments applied to the pile group as a whole.

Vertical displacements at the leading and trailing edges of the

pile cap and lateral displacements of the pile cap were

measured using three lasers mounted under the two-dimen-

sional (2D) actuator. Additionally, vertical and horizontal

displacements of the actuator were recorded using two

encoders.

2.4 Sand and container

Dry fraction E silica sand was used in this project. The sand

has an average particle size (d50) of 218 mm measured using the

Motor

2D actuator

Strain gauges
Strain gauges

Lasers

Lasers

Model pilesPile cap

Pile cap

Adaptor

Encoder

P1 and P2 P3 and P4

Dry sand
Load cells

850 mm
(a) (b)

350 m
m

3D load cell

3D load cell

Figure 1. Pile group test package: (a) side view of the test package;

(b) front view of the test package
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single particle optical sizing (SPOS) technique (White, 2003).

The sand was pluviated into a cylindrical steel tub (850 mm

diameter and 400 mm deep) with a relative density of 83%

using an automatic sand-pouring machine (Madabhushi et al.,

2006). The boundary effect should be negligible, as discussed

by Li et al. (2010). All test locations are presented in

Figure 2(a).

3. Test results
Two different pile installation methods were used in the

centrifuge tests. For the pre-jacking, the model pile group was

pre-jacked at 1g to simulate the behaviour of a bored pile

group in the field. For the jacking installation, the pile group

was monotonically jacked in soil with only one stroke at 50g to

model the behaviour of a conventional jacked pile group.

Based on the scaling laws for centrifuge tests, in order to

express test results at prototype scale the test data from these

centrifuge tests are multiplied by 50 for displacements, 50 for

pile cap stiffness and 502 for forces. It should be noted that

centrifuge test results are presented in this paper at prototype

scale unless otherwise specified. The dimensions and loading

conditions of the pile group are presented in Figure 2(b).

3.1 Lateral performance of pile groups

From the centrifuge tests conducted by Li et al. (2010), it is

found that significant permanent pile lateral displacements

accumulate during one-way cyclic lateral loading but not with

two-way cyclic loading. Accordingly, in this research force-

controlled lateral load cycles were conducted at the pile cap; in

each loading cycle, the lateral load reached to a maximum value

of 2500 kN and reduced to zero, representing one-way cyclic

lateral loads. The magnitude of cyclic lateral load is comparable

with the design storm load for piled foundations of some

offshore platforms (Randolph et al., 1988). The cyclic load

frequency is not considered here since the loading rate was

chosen to be around 0?1 mm/s to obtain quasi-static behaviour.

The parameters of these cyclic lateral loads are listed in Table 1.

A constant axial load of , 4500 kN was applied to the pile cap

to model the dead load of the superstructure during lateral

load cycling. This dead load is approximately half the ultimate

bearing capacity for the pre-jacked pile group or 20% for the

jacked pile group (according to as-yet-unpublished work by the

authors). Although the pile cap block was rigidly connected

with the adaptor of the 2D actuator in centrifuge tests, the

rotation of the pile cap would occur during lateral load cycling

owing to the elastic deflection of the adaptor shaft and the split

at joints. The rotational stiffness of the pile cap is approxi-

mately 100 MN m/radian, calculated using bending moments

recorded at individual pile heads and the vertical displacement

difference measured by laser sensors.

Cyclic lateral loading tests were conducted on two sets of pile

groups to investigate the influence of preceding cyclic axial

loads (PCA) on the cyclic lateral response of pile groups: one

set was subjected to previous cyclic axial loads termed PCA

pile groups; while the other was not subjected to cyclic axial

loads beforehand, termed NCA pile group.

For the pre-jacked pile group over virgin sand in test PJ-NCA,

the loading curve in the first cycle exhibits evident non-linearity

of soil, with the gradient reducing with increasing lateral

displacement, as shown in Figure 3. For the jacked pile group

2D actuator rotated 90 degrees

240 mm

Soil surface

Leading
piles

Trailing
piles

Pile group
(b)(a)

VG = 4500 kN

e = 2 m

HG

MG

L = 9 m

S = 2 m

D = 0.5 m
260 mm

Figure 2. Pile group test arrangement and loading conditions:

(a) plan view of pile group tests (at model scale); (b) elevation view

of pile group and loading conditions (at prototype scale)
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in test MJ-NCA, however, the lateral response in the first cycle

is stiffer than that of the pre-jacked pile group, because the

confining stress in soil adjacent to the jacked pile group has

been increased significantly during the jacking installation. In

the following cycles, the unload/reload behaviour of the pre-

jacked pile group becomes linear and stiffer, while that of the

jacked pile group does not change dramatically. It is seen that

one-way cyclic lateral loads make pile groups keep moving

forwards and induce significant accumulated permanent pile

cap lateral displacements cycle by cycle.

Figure 4 presents the cyclic lateral responses of PCA pile

groups. It is seen that the cyclic lateral response of the pre-

jacked PCA pile group is much stiffer than the pre-jacked NCA

pile group. However, the cyclic lateral performance of the

jacked PCA pile group is similar to the jacked NCA pile group,

as shown in Figure 4(b). Thus, cyclic axial loads have greater

influence on the cyclic lateral performance of the pre-jacked

pile group than the jacked pile group. Moreover, it is worth

noting that the cyclic lateral responses of pre-jacked and jacked

pile PCA groups are similar to each other, as a result of the

stiffness improvement of the pre-jacked pile group behaviour

caused by the previous cyclic axial loads.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the increment of pile cap permanent

lateral displacements and maximum lateral displacements

respectively during lateral load cycling. It seems that the

permanent and the maximum lateral displacements increase

approximately linearly with the increasing number of cycles on a

logarithmic scale for the number of cycles in this study. The

accumulated permanent displacement is thought to be caused by

the local densification and plastic volumetric deformation of sand

in front of piles. With one-way cyclic shearing, the induced lateral

stress states will be ‘large’ at maximum displacement and ‘small’

at the end of the return leg. This lack of symmetry is thought to

lead to progressive permanent lateral displacements, in contrast

to symmetrical two-way loading (Li et al., 2010).

In the first lateral load cycle, the jacked pile group has smaller

permanent lateral displacement than the pre-jacked pile group,

and the PCA pile group has smaller displacement than the

NCA pile group. The sand surrounding the jacked pile group

has been densified in the jacking installation, thus it only can

be further densified by a small amount during lateral load

cycling. For PCA pile groups, the soil along the pile shafts has

been densified by cyclic shearing during axial load cycles. Thus

the densified soil can only contract in volume slightly further
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Figure 3. Pile cap lateral load–displacement curves in one-way

lateral load cycles without the effect from previous cyclic axial

loads: (a) pre-jacked pile group; (b) jacked pile group

Test number Type of installation

One-way axial cyclic loading One-way lateral cyclic loading

Cycle no. Amplitude Cycle no. Amplitude

PJ-NCA Pre-jacked — — 50 2500 kN

MJ-NCA Jacked — — 60 2500 kN

PJ-PCA Pre-jacked 30 10 000 kN 50 2500 kN

MJ-PCA Jacked 30 15 000 kN 50 2500 kN

Table 1. Information on pile group loading tests (at prototype

scale)
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during lateral load cycling, leading to smaller permanent pile

cap lateral displacement than NCA pile groups, especially for

the pre-jacked pile group for which soil adjacent is in its virgin

state before lateral load cycling.

Apart from permanent displacements in the first cycle, the

increments of lateral displacement of the pre-jacked and jacked

pile group are similar to each other during lateral load cycles,

and the incremental rate of displacement is not influenced by

preceding cyclic axial loads as well. This is quite characteristic

of cyclic loading effects on soils (Cuellar et al., 1977); the

displacements due to similar load cycles increase linearly with

the logarithm of the number of cycles. One possible reason is

that the local densification of soil surrounding pile shafts

induced either by jacking installation or by cyclic axial loads is

not as significant as that caused by lateral loads, which

compress the soil in front of piles directly, thus the influence of

jacking installation or cyclic axial loads on the permanent

lateral displacement is negligible after the first lateral load

cycle.

During lateral load cycling, the pile cap cyclic lateral secant

stiffness was calculated based on the position of the pile cap at

the beginning of that cycle, not the initial pile cap position. The

cyclic secant stiffness increases almost linearly with the

increasing number of lateral load cycles on a logarithmic

scale, as shown in Figure 6. Evidently, the effect of cyclic

lateral loads on the pile cap lateral secant stiffness is the

greatest in the first load cycle, with the effect of cyclic loads

diminishing as cycling continues. Additionally, although the

stiffness of the jacked pile group is larger than the pre-jacked

pile group in the first couple of cycles, due to the larger radial
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Figure 4. Pile cap lateral load–displacement curves in one-way

lateral load cycles with the effect from previous cyclic axial loads:

(a) pre-jacked pile group; (b) jacked pile group
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stress and higher stiffness of soil created in the jacking

installation, the growth rate of the pile cap lateral secant

stiffness of the pre-jacked pile group is larger than that of the

jacked pile group. After 50 lateral load cycles, the stiffness of

the pre-jacked pile group is comparable to that of the jacked

pile group. It is possible that soil in front of pre-jacked piles

was densified by cyclic lateral loads, and the region of

densification zones of soil expanded gradually cycle by cycle.

Consequently, the stiffness of soil in front of pre-jacked piles

increases and is comparable to that of sand surrounding the

jacked pile group during lateral load cycling, the influence of

jacking installation is finally not evident.

Moreover, the pile cap stiffness is improved by the preceding

cyclic axial load, especially for the pre-jacked pile group.

During lateral load cycling, the pre-jacked PCA pile group

exhibits a similar lateral secant stiffness to that of the jacked

pile group. One possible reason is that the cyclic axial load

induces the shearing motion of soil along the pile–soil

interface, causes the local densification of soil in shear zones

along pile shafts, and therefore increases stiffness of soil for

laterally loaded piles. Compared to the pre-jacked pile

group, cyclic axial loads have relatively small influence on

the jacked pile group for which sand adjacent was densified

and its stiffness was improved during the initial jacking

installation.

It is conceded that the thickness of shear zone along the pile–

soil interface mainly depends on particle size of sand but not

pile diameter (Lehane et al., 2005). This scaling effect caused

the thickness of the densified shear zone to remain the same

when the pile diameter increased by 50 times in the field,

indicating that the benefit of axial load cycling on cyclic lateral

response of piles in the field might not be as significant as that

observed in those centrifuge tests.

3.2 Interaction effect within pile groups

The spacing of individual piles in a pile group is four times the

pile diameter. The interaction effect of individual piles is

evident for the pre-jacked and jacked pile groups subjected to

one-way cyclic lateral loads, as shown in Figures 7 and 8

respectively. For both pile groups, the responses of leading

piles in the first cycle are around 50% stiffer than that of

trailing piles owing to the pile group interaction effect,

revealing the higher soil stiffness adjacent to leading piles than

that close to trailing piles.

During lateral load cycling, leading piles take more and more

lateral loads, while trailing piles lose some force. It is found

that a portion of ,100 kN lateral load transferred from

trailing piles to leading piles for both pre-jacked and jacked

pile groups after 50 lateral load cycles, and the stiffness of

leading piles is finally approximately twice that of trailing piles.

One possible reason is that horizontal stress in soil in front of

trailing piles is smaller than that in soil in front of leading piles

owing to the advancing movement of leading piles.
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3.3 Axial performance of pile groups

During the cyclic lateral loading process, a constant axial force

of ,4500 kN was applied to the pile cap to model the dead

load of the superstructure. However, a rocking motion of

the pile group was induced by the pile cap lateral movement,

leading to individual pile head cyclic axial forces and

displacements. Figure 9(a) shows the variation of individual

pile head axial forces of the jacked pile group subjected to

cyclic lateral loads with an amplitude of 2500 kN. It is seen

that the maximum compression axial forces of leading and

trailing piles are approximately 3200 kN and 2400 kN

respectively, and the minimum axial forces of leading and

trailing piles are about 350 kN and –250 kN. Axial forces of

left and right piles increase or decrease alternately during the

rocking motion. Consequently, pile cap permanent settlement

is accumulated during the lateral load cycling, as shown in

Figure 9(b).

Figure 10 presents all the permanent settlements caused by

rocking motions of pile groups subjected to one-way cyclic

lateral loads, which increase with the increasing number of

cycles at an almost constant rate. It can be seen that the

incremental rate of permanent settlement increases with the

increasing amplitude of cyclic lateral load for the same type of

pile group. In addition, the rate of permanent settlement for

the pre-jacked pile group is much larger than that for the

jacked pile group. This is because soil underneath bases of

individual piles in the jacked pile group has been densified

during the jacking installation, while soil adjacent to the pre-

jacked pile group is in the virgin state before loading and could

contract in volume significantly during load cycling.

For pre-jacked or jacked pile groups, it is evident that the PCA pile

group has smaller permanent settlement than the NCA one during

lateral load cycling. One possible reason is that the preceding
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cyclic axial loads induce the local densification of soil under pile

bases, and therefore reduce the permanent settlement caused by

the rocking motion during the subsequent lateral load cycling.

3.4 Bearing capacity of pile groups

A compression loading test was conducted on the pile group after

each cyclic lateral loading test. Figure 11(a) presents pile cap

axial load–displacement curves of the pre-jacked pile group in

compression loading tests. It is obvious that the pre-jacked pile

group previously subjected to cyclic lateral loads (PCL) has

much stiffer axial response than the one in the virgin soil, because

cyclic axial loads of individual piles induced by the rocking

motion of the pile cap increase the density and stiffness of soil at

the pile base. In addition, the pre-jacked PCA pile group has a

stiffer axial response than the PCL one since the direct cyclic

axial loads has a more significant effect on the improvement of

soil stiffness than the rocking motion of the pile group.

On the other hand, either cyclic axial load or cyclic lateral load

has little effect on the axial response of the jacked pile group,

as shown in Figure 11(b). This is because the sand under pile

bases has been densified, and the stress level and shear modulus

of soil have increased during the jacking installation.

4. Conclusions

Cyclic axial loads and cyclic lateral loads were applied to a

model pile group after installation in the centrifuge. The effect

of previous cyclic axial loads (PCA) on the performance of pile

groups subjected to subsequent cyclic lateral loads was

investigated.

Significant permanent lateral displacements of the pile group

accumulate under one-way cyclic lateral loading. This accu-

mulated permanent lateral displacement increases approxi-

mately linearly with the logarithm of the number of cycles for

the number of cycles in this study.

Previous axial load cycling causes the sand to become densified

in shear zones along pile shafts, and therefore reduces the pile

cap permanent lateral displacement in the first lateral load

cycle but does not influence the incremental rate of permanent

displacement in the following lateral load cycles.

The pile cap lateral secant stiffness increases gradually with the

increasing number of lateral load cycles. After 50 lateral load

cycles, the stiffness of the pre-jacked pile group is comparable

to that of the jacked pile group. Moreover, the pile cap cyclic

lateral secant stiffness is improved by the previous cyclic axial

load, especially for the pre-jacked pile group. One possible

reason is that cyclic axial loads could induce the shearing

motion of soil along the pile–soil interface, cause the local

densification of soil surrounding pile shafts, and thus increase

soil stiffness for laterally loaded piles.
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Figure 11. Compression loading tests for pile groups: (a) the pre-

jacked pile group; (b) the jacked pile group
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If the spacing of individual piles is four times the pile diameter,

interaction effects on the pile group are significant during

lateral load cycling. The soil within the pile group in front of

the trailing piles is affected by the movement of leading piles,

and the stress level and the stiffness of the soil reduce.

Therefore, leading piles have larger pile head secant stiffnesses

and carry higher loads than trailing piles. Additionally, during

lateral load cycling, leading piles tend to attract more lateral

loads, while the trailing piles lose some loads.

A constant axial force was applied on the pile cap, but a rocking

motion of the pile group was induced by the cyclic lateral loads.

Individual piles were thus subjected to cyclic axial loads induced by

the lateral loads, causing large accumulated permanent settle-

ments. It is evident that PCA pile groups have smaller permanent

settlement than those without the cyclic axial loading effect.

The pre-jacked pile group previously subjected to cyclic lateral

loads (PCL) has much stiffer axial response than that in the

virgin soil. In addition, the pre-jacked PCA pile has stiffer axial

response than the PCL one since the direct cyclic axial loads

have more significant effect on the improvement of soil

stiffness than the rocking motion of the pile group.

It is found that cyclic axial loads could effectively increase

stiffness and reduce settlements of bored pile groups subjected

to subsequent cyclic lateral loads. After completing the

construction of bored piles, it might be helpful to conduct

some axial load cycles at the pile heads in order to improve the

performance of piled foundations in service.
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